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Abstract Although locomotion and prehension are commonly coordinated in everyday life, little previous research has focused on this form of coordination. To address this neglected topic, we asked participants to stand a variable distance from a table, walk up to the table, and move an object on the tabletop to a new tabletop position, either to the right or to the left of the object’s initial position and near or far from that initial position. For large manual displacements, which required a step after picking up the object, subjects preferred to stand on the foot opposite the direction of forthcoming manual displacement. By contrast, for small manual displacements, which did not require a step after picking up the object, subjects showed no support-leg preference when they grasped the object prior to manual displacement. The support-leg preferences at grasp time were apparently anticipated by participants as they walked up to the table, indicating considerable long-range planning of entire body positions associated with forthcoming object transfers. Keywords Reaching
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This work is based on the Master’s thesis of the Wrst author at the University of Maastricht, which was completed under the supervision of the second author while the Wrst author spent an internship at the Wrst author’s lab. R. P. R. D. van der Wel (&) · D. A. Rosenbaum Department of Psychology, The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA 16802, USA e-mail: [email protected]



Introduction Although a great deal of research has been done on the control of prehension and on the control of locomotion, little research has been done on their combined control. This is surprising in view of the fact that in everyday life the coordination of the upper and lower limbs is functionally very important. Without the ability to coordinate walking and reaching, loss of balance might occur given that the upper limbs and lower limbs both aVect the center of mass during standing and walking (Grasso et al. 2000; Patla et al. 2002). More generally, having a means of coordinating locomotion and prehension presumably reduces the physical and cognitive demands of executing these two kinds of movements simultaneously. In this study we sought to add to the small fund of knowledge concerning the coordination of locomotion and prehension by Wrst providing an overview of Wndings from a few studies that have addressed both locomotion and prehension, and then by describing an experiment designed to provide data on the simple task of walking up to a table and manually displacing an object on it in various ways.



Previous studies In a brief speculative essay, Georgopoulos and Grillner (1989) suggested that a close relation exists between the neural control of locomotion and the neural control of prehension. These authors hypothesized that the mechanisms used to control the positions of the forelimbs during grasping are essentially the same as those used to control the positions of the fore- and hindlimbs
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during locomotion. They hypothesized as well that grasping may have evolved from the neurological substrates underlying locomotion, basing this suggestion on comparative neuroanatomical analyses and on the fact that the same areas of the motor cortex are involved in both kinds of activities. Considering the inherent interest of this suggestion, it is surprising that so little further research has been done on the coordination of walking (a term we use here synonymously with “locomotion”) and reaching (a term we use here synonymous with “prehension”). There are a few exceptions that we know, however, all of which are summarized below. Cockell et al. (1995) asked participants to pick up an object while walking forward alongside a table. These investigators found that when the object was grasped, subjects tended to stand on the left foot if the left hand was used to pick up the object and to stand on the right foot if the right hand was used to pick up the object. This reliance on ipsilateral extension of the upper and lower limbs diVers from the contralateral extension of the upper and lower limbs typically observed during walking. Carnahan et al. (1996) replicated this Wnding and suggested that the use of ipsilateral or contralateral coupling ensures task-dependent biomechanical stability. One limitation of the foregoing studies is that they used a small number of subjects (just four subjects in toto). Consequently, and to further pursue the study of joint reaching and walking, Bertram et al. (1999) analyzed the hand trajectories and gait patterns of adults asked not just to pick up an object (a cup of water) while walking forward alongside a table, but also to put it down, 30 cm beyond the pick-up site. Two factors were varied in this experiment. One was whether the target was narrow or wide. The other was whether the cup was covered or uncovered. By varying these factors, Bertram et al. (1999) sought to relate changes in hand and whole-body movement to changes in task diYculty. The authors found that the participants’ walking pace varied with task diYculty: participants moved forward more slowly when transporting the uncovered cup than when transporting the covered cup. Moreover, participants moved forward more slowly for the small target than for the large target. These results are consistent with the hypothesis that subjects adjusted their gait to meet the demands of manual displacement. In the study of Bertram et al. (1999) the measure of whole-body movement was chest velocity. The kinematics of the lower limbs were not recorded. Thus, it is possible that the slowing described above was due to torso movements rather than leg movements, a point
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made plausible by the fact that the distance between the pick-up point and the place-down point was only 30 cm, a distance less than one stride length for a typical adult. To address this concern, Bertram et al. (2000) conducted a follow-up experiment in which they asked subjects to pick up and transport either a covered or an uncovered cup, as in the previous study, but also to transport the cup as quickly and as accurately as possible. The latter manipulation enabled the authors to remove, or at least attempt to remove, speed of movement as a variable under the participants’ control. Bertram et al. (2000) also recorded whether and how long each leg occupied the swing or stance phase of walking. The authors found that subjects increased their stance phase during the pick-up of the cup and that this increase was larger when participants lifted the uncovered cup than when they lifted the covered cup. This Wnding indicated that participants adjusted a detailed feature of gait—the duration of the stance phase— based on the characteristics of the prehension task. This inference complements the main conclusion of Carnahan and her colleagues that a more macroscopic feature of gait—namely, which leg is stood on when an object is lifted—is adjusted according to reaching demands. In a summary of their work on gait and trunkrelated prehension, Marteniuk and Bertram (2001) stated that adjustments at the level of the upper and lower limbs depend on the complexity of the task such that adjustments to the lower limbs and trunk only occur if the task is too complex to be dealt with by the upper limbs alone. More generally, Marteniuk and Bertram (2001) suggested that the degrees of freedom involved in a complex movement are controlled at a central level and on the basis of task demands.



Method The present experiment built on the experiments done before and was intended to provide further data bearing on the hypothesis of Georgopoulos and Grillner (1989) that the mechanisms used to control the positions of the forelimbs during grasping are essentially the same as those used to control the positions of the fore- and hindlimbs during locomotion. The focus of the present experiment was on long-term preparation for reach-related walking. A great deal of recent evidence indicates that reaching motions take future states into account. Thus, the way an object is grasped depends on what will be done with the object later (Cohen and Rosenbaum 2004;
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Marteniuk et al. 1987). So far, however, the research that has demonstrated such anticipatory eVects in object manipulation has been limited to demonstrations of future arm positions. No study that we are aware of has shown that future positions of the entire body are anticipated when people take hold of objects to be repositioned. Establishing whether entire body positions are anticipated in object manipulation is important for determining whether entire postures are represented in advance, as assumed in at least one theoretical perspective (Rosenbaum et al. 2001). Studying how people walk up to an object to be transported provides a way of addressing the question of whether whole-body positions are represented prior to object manipulation. If it can be shown that people walk up to an object diVerently depending on what they will do with it after it has been picked up, this outcome would be consistent with the hypothesis that the entire body’s position, and not just the arm’s, is anticipated. To pursue this question, we used a task that was slightly diVerent from the tasks used in the studies reviewed above. Rather than having our participants lift an object while moving in a forward direction, we asked our participants to walk up to a table to lift an object (a bathroom plunger) and move it sideways to the right or to the left and over a short or long distance. We hypothesized that the long-distance transfers would require a step to the left or right depending on the direction of the object transfer, causing participants to stand on the foot opposite the direction of the forthcoming object transfer. Thus, they would stand on the left foot for long rightward object transfers and on the right foot for long leftward object transfers. The basis for this prediction was that stepping on the opposite foot would make it possible to swing the body in the direction of the forthcoming long-distance object transfer, making it possible to land on the other foot when the object transfer was complete. As far as short-distance object transfers were concerned, because these did not require a step, we hypothesized that participants would stand on either foot for either direction of transfer. For the short-distance transfers, we advanced two further alternative hypotheses. According to one, participants would stand on the foot contralateral to the hand used to pick up the object. This hypothesis reXects the fact that the upper and lower limbs move in a contralateral pattern during normal walking, in which case people might superimpose a discrete reach onto the unfolding continuous arm swing. A second hypothesis was that participants would stand on the foot ipsilateral to the hand used to pick up the object, as found in previous studies (Bertram et al. 2000; Cockell et al. 1995).
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To study the possible long-range planning of these foot placements, we varied the number of steps participants needed to take to reach the table. The number of steps was 1, 2, 3, or 4. We were interested in which foot participants started with as they approached the table, as well as the foot they ended with when picking up the plunger. We used a within-subject design, the factors being 4 locomotion distances £ 2 directions of manual displacement £ 2 magnitudes of manual displacement. The resulting 16 conditions were counterbalanced over subjects. Participants Sixteen Pennsylvania State University students (8 males and 8 females) participated for course credit. Before the start of the study, the participants completed an informed consent form and Wlled out two questionnaires. One pertained to demographic characteristics and any neurological deWcits. The other was the short form of the Edinburgh handedness inventory (OldWeld 1971). On the basis of the questionnaires, we concluded that none of our participants had any reported neurological deWcits and that 15 subjects were right-handed and 1 was left-handed. Procedure Subjects walked up to the table, which was 76 cm high, 244 cm wide, and 68 cm deep, and moved a bathroom plunger (a wooden cylinder mounted on a rubber base) from its resting position on the table to a target position, which was also on the table. The plunger’s wooden cylinder was 2 cm in diameter and 58 cm high. The bottom of the rubber base had a diameter of 13.2 cm. The plunger stood halfway along the width of a table (i.e., 122 cm from either edge) and 10 cm in from the table’s front edge. The subject approached the plunger directly so his or her walking path was at right angles to the facing edge of the table. We instructed the subjects to walk up to the table, pick up the plunger, and transport it to an indicated target location. We told subjects to stop walking after they placed the plunger on the target. Subjects began each trial with both toes lined up with markers, leaving them approximately 1, 2, 3, or 4 steps away from the table (see Fig. 1). To have participants start 1, 2, 3, or 4 steps from the table, we had to scale starting distance to participants’ heights, since height and stride length are related. To scale starting distance to participants’ heights, we assigned each participant to one of four height groups
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244 Fig. 1 Schematic overview of the experimental setup. The four blocks of lines indicate the four locomotion distances, with four lines within each locomotion distance indicating the scaling by height group. The cross and the black squares indicate the start and target locations of the object on the table. The dashed lines and accompanying numbers (in cm) indicate the scale



(smallest to largest) and set the markers for each height group by calculating the estimated step length for each group as follows: we multiplied the median of each height’s group by .85 and then divided that number by 2 (Murray et al. 1984). We put four markers (2 cm long) on the Xoor on both sides of a walkway (46 cm wide) at each locomotion distance to indicate the starting point for the subjects in each height group. Thus, for a short person the actual distance to the object was shorter than for a tall person within each nominal starting distance, but the expected number of steps to cover the distance to the object was expected to be the same for the short and tall individual. Before each condition, subjects were told the point that they were to start from. While receiving these instructions, subjects were told to line up the fronts of their shoes with the imaginary line joining each pair of markers. In each condition, subjects moved the plunger to a target location either to the left or to the right over a distance that was either short (20% of the subject’s arm length) or long (120% of the arm length). The average arm length for each height group was calculated by multiplying the median of each height group by .44 (ChaYn et al. 1999). For the far displacements,
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subjects had to take a step to move the object to its target position. For the near displacements, they did not. The target was a piece of white cardboard, 31 cm long £ 21 wide whose shorter edge was aligned with the front edge of the table. Before each condition, the cardboard was placed either to the left or to the right of the object and either at the near or far distance. Subjects were asked to move the object from the initial to the target position using whichever hand they wished for the object transfer. They were asked not to switch hands after picking up the object. Subjects were videotaped from the side. We then analyzed the video frames of each subject both by watching the frames in slow motion and, for the more detailed analyses, by studying the frames one at a time. The dependent variables were the foot with which subjects started, the number of steps taken from the starting position to the position in which the object was grasped, the foot that supported the body during the pick-up of the object, and the hand used to pick up the object. Each variable, except for the number of steps, was coded as 0 for left and 1 for right. The foot that supported the body during the pick-up of the object was deWned as the foot that was in contact with the ground in the Wrst video frame when the subject lifted the plunger from the table. If both feet were in contact with the ground, the support foot was assigned a value of .5. We did not attempt to distinguish between cases where a foot was Xat on the ground or not Xat on the ground (e.g., if the participant stood on the ball of a foot). Data analysis To analyze the data whose raw values could only be 0, 1, or .5 (i.e., the data concerning initial foot choice, Wnal foot choice, and hand choice) we conducted nonparametric Friedman tests, and Dunn-Sidak post hoc tests when appropriate. We also conducted a 4 (locomotion distance) £ 2(manual displacement) £ 2 (manual direction) repeated measures ANOVA design for the number of steps taken to reach the table.



Results Initial foot choice As shown in Fig. 2, participants generally preferred to start with the right foot. This was true for 11 of the 16 participants. The other Wve participants preferred to start with the left foot. Three participants never altered their initial foot choice, whereas six subjects varied
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Expected Steps



Expected Steps Fig. 2 Mean observed proportion (§ 1 standard error) of starting with the right foot as a function of expected number of steps from the start position to the table and direction and distance of forthcoming manual displacements



Fig. 3. Mean observed proportion (§ 1 standard error) of right foot support while grasping the object as a function of expected number of steps from the start position to the table and direction and distance of forthcoming manual displacement



their initial foot choice only once. On average, participants departed from their initial foot preference in only 15% of the trials. The Friedman test of the initial foot choice data yielded no signiWcant diVerences in initial foot choice between any of the experimental conditions (2 = 10.694, P > 0.05).



Hand choice



Final foot choice Because the participants tended to start with a particular foot (the right foot), we analyzed Wnal foot choice separately for each locomotion distance to avoid Wnding spuriously signiWcant diVerences that would be expected from the combined eVect of initial foot choice and expected number of steps. Figure 3 shows the mean observed proportions of ending on the right foot for all the experimental conditions. Friedman’s test showed no diVerences in Wnal foot choice between reaching conditions when the locomotion distance equaled 1 expected step (2 = 5.769, P > 0.05), but Friedman’s test did yield signiWcant diVerences between conditions for all the other locomotion distances. For the locomotion distance of two expected steps (2 = 13.9381, P < 0.01), the proportion of rightfoot supports was signiWcantly higher for far-left manual displacements than for far-right manual displacements. Similarly, for the locomotion distance of 3 expected steps, the results indicated a signiWcant diVerence between manual displacements to the far-left and far-right (2 = 13.1818, P < 0.01). For a locomotion distance of four expected steps (2 = 24.075, P < 0.01), farleft manual displacements diVered signiWcantly from both near-left and far-right manual displacements.



We found no signiWcant diVerences between any of the experimental conditions for hand choice (2 = 22.381, P > 0.05). However, subjects displayed a strong right-hand preference such that 13 of the 16 subjects always used the right hand and 1 subject always used the left hand. One of the subjects used the right hand in 7 of the 16 conditions (when displacing the object to the near and far right and to the far left starting one step away from the table, when displacing the object to the far left starting three steps away from the table, and when displacing the object to the near and far right and to the far left starting four steps away from the table). Another subject used the left hand in just one of the 16 conditions (when displacing the object to the near left starting three steps away from the table). Number of steps The top panel of Fig. 4 shows that subjects generally used the number of steps that was expected based on the starting distance. Not surprisingly, the number of actual steps increased with the number of expected steps, F(3, 45) = 445.88, P < 0.001. If more steps were taken in one set of conditions than another while locomotion distance stayed constant, then mean stride length must have diVered. The bottom panel of Fig. 4 shows a value that reXects the relation between actual and expected number of steps. That value is the mean normalized stride length, which we deWned as the ratio of actual to expected
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steps. The ratio was larger for walks leading to near manual displacements than for walks leading to far manual displacements. Thus, subjects tended to take more steps to get to the table when a near displacement was required than when a far displacement was required, F(1, 15) = 11.739, P < 0.01. No other signiWcant eVects or interactions were observed with regard to number of steps taken (P > 0.10).



Discussion The results of this experiment indicate that the participants adjusted their gait to meet the demands of manual displacements. The gait adjustments depended on the direction and distance of the forthcoming manual displacements. As shown in Fig. 3, participants preferred to support the body with the leg opposite the direction of forthcoming manual displacements when the distance of the manual displacements was large enough to require a step. However, when the distance of the forthcoming manual displacement was not large enough to require a step, the supporting leg was not systematically related to the direction in which the object would be moved. Interestingly, the tendency to stand on the foot opposite the direction of forthcoming long-distance object transfers grew as the number of expected steps increased. Thus, as shown in Fig. 3, the likelihood of standing on a given foot, deWned as the mean observed proportion of right foot support, got closer to 0 or 1 as the number of expected steps Fig. 4 Number (§ 1 standard error) of actual steps (top panel) and ratio of actual to expected steps (bottom panel) as a function of number of expected steps for forthcoming manual displacements to near and far targets. Larger ratios of actual to expected steps imply smaller stride lengths
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increased. This outcome shows that participants could plan their foot placements as they approached the table, and could do so more ably the more steps they could take. The data concerning initial foot choices do not support the hypothesis that subjects knew which foot they needed to stand on for the upcoming long-distance object transfers, for there was no statistically signiWcant main eVect or interaction of object displacement direction or object displacement distance on initial foot choice (Fig. 2). Instead, participants either could not alter or chose not to alter their initial foot steps as they began their walks to the table. While walking toward the table, however, participants adjusted their stride lengths to accommodate the foot they wanted to stand on when they took hold of the plunger for the long-distance plunger transfers (Fig. 4, bottom panel). Why our participants chose to vary stride lengths but not initial foot choices is a question that awaits further research. Meanwhile, the present results establish that neurologically normal young adults can anticipate whole-body positions and not just arm positions, as they prepare to move objects (or at least the object used here). This outcome Wts with the view that motion planning includes representations of whole-body postures (Rosenbaum et al. 2001) and is broadly consistent with the view advanced by Georgopolous and Grillner (1989) and the other authors who pioneered the investigation of the coordination of walking and reaching (cited above) that the neural systems for manual and locomotory control are integrated. This outcome is
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also compatible with Wndings by Grasso et al. (2000), indicating that the control of posture and gait occurs in an integrated fashion. Apart from these theoretical conclusions, the present study also has a useful methodological implication: The study of macroscopic features of motor behavior, including the analysis of the coordination of walking and reaching, holds much promise for shedding new light on the nature of motor planning. Acknowledgments The research was supported by grant SBR94-96290 from the National Science Foundation, grants KO2MH0097701A1 and R15 NS41887-01 from the National Institute of Mental Health, and the Research and Graduate Studies OYce of The College of Liberal Arts, Pennsylvania State University.
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